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Abstract: Bošela, M. 2012: What is the potential of site units applied into forestry management in Slovakia to describe production of beech stands? – Beskydy, 5 (2): 99–110

A high number of site units have been recognized so far in Slovakia region. Site units are to reflect diverse ecological condition and production capability of different sites. In Slovakia, there is a huge number of management units (forest site type, management units of forest site types) and ecological site units (forest site type groups), but more detailed and objective analysis and comparison of their ecological and production properties have not been performed yet. The main aim of this paper is thus quantification of beech growth potential in selected basic and forestry-applied site units used in Slovakia forest management. Data collected within National Forest Inventory in Slovakia (2005–2006) were used for the analysis. Regression models of mean stand diameter and mean stand height were developed. Intercept of models were compared between sites using the t-test. Site units were merged into several groups in terms of beech growth – As for the altitudinal vegetation zones, three groups were identified, in which the beech productivity was rather homogenous. 3rd, 4th, and 5th altitudinal vegetation zones were grouped into the first group. The second group (2nd AVZ) includes poorer sites at lower altitudes (low precipitation as a limiting factor) with lower beech productivity. The third group includes sites at higher altitudes (6th AVZ), where the temperature limits beech growth. In terms of soil properties, two or three groups can be recognized. The first one includes hemioligotrophic and heminitrophilous sites, while the calciphile sites showed lower beech growth potential.
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Introduction

Forest site classification is a method for dividing an area with high variability of ecological, climatic and production conditions into more-less homogeneous parts. Specialists from all over the world have been dealing with classifying the sites into homogeneous parts as for an ecological, climatic, production conditions or its combination (Zlatník 1959, 1976, Hančinský 1972, 1974, 1983, 1990, Randuška et al. 1986, Ellenberg 1974, Bryan 2006, Cajander 1909, 1949, Ray 2001, Bajzak, Roberts 1996, Rowe 1996, Kai et al. 1999, and others). The reason why the people have dealt with such classifications was to set up similar management measures within the site units. It is needed for management decisions making and for assessment of management models as well.

Site units should reflect ecological as well as production conditions. However, the problem integrates many physical site factors. The site factors are not only interdependent but are also dependent in part upon the forest, which is itself a major site-forming factor. Because of these interactions, the simple regression technique of estimating site quality from an evaluation
of a few important site factors, important as it is in practical forest ecology, can only be approximate (Barnes et al. 1998). Productivity, or actual site quality, may be measured directly for a few forests where accurate long-term records of stand development and growth have been maintained. However, it can only be estimated indirectly by one or more of the alternatives, as follows (Barnes et al. 1998):

Forest vegetation – tree height (site index method), ground vegetation (indicator species and species groups), overstory and ground-cover vegetation in combination;

Physical environment factors – climate, physiography, and soil survey and soil-site methods

Multiple-factor and multiple-scale approaches (using some or all of the above factors, disturbance regime, and forest land-use history.

**Forest site typology and classification in Slovakia**

Classification of the forest ecosystems is based on the forest typology drafted out by professor Zlatník, who was charged to create mapping units for reconstruction of the natural vegetation in 1948. In 1972, Hančinský remade and completed characteristics of the forest types. Site units and its number are as follows:

Basic units: Forest site types – FST (number is 365); Forest site type groups – FSTG (number is 92); Altitudinal vegetation zone – AVZ (number is 8); Edaphic-trophic orders and interorders – EO (number is 8).

Higher-hierarchy units: Management units of forest site types – FSTMU (number is 160); Forest cover types – FCTMU (based on a tree species composition, number is cca 98).

Nowadays, Slovak forestry uses the site maps and the relevant GIS layer based on the forest site type units (it has been elaborated by National Forest Centre stuff). The site index, defined as average tree height at the age – 100 years (or 30 years for fast-growing tree species, respectively) has being used for the assessment of the site quality. Growth modelling and simulators (e.g. SIBYLA) are becoming meaningful in classification of forest sites or ecosystems and its development prediction (Fabrika 2003).

Problems and difficulties of current forest typology in Slovakia are as follow: (i) large number of classification units; (ii) which brings some difficulties in determination and recognizing of the forest site types and other units during field work; (ii) insufficient knowledge on site-mapping of artificially changed forests; (iii) little tangible similarity of a forest stand productivity within the typological units.

The difficulties in determination of the vegetation units are based especially on the typification of the various qualitative, quantitative, topical, choric and dynamic manifestations of chtonophytical taxons (Kukla 1993b). All ecological units of geobiocen types can be determined only indirectly at the present, by means of the floristic analysis and vegetation classification though it is required to confront the result with characteristics of the abiotic environment. The complete analysis of ecological factors influencing a nature of ecosystems has not been performed yet (Kukla 1993a).

**Definition of particular site units analyzed in the paper**

Forest site types (FST): represent basic “abstract” units of geobiocenologic classification defined as a site type with permanent ecological conditions. Each particular forest site type is a type of a natural geobiocenosis comprising all its developmental stages and to a various degree and nature altered associated geobiocenoses and geobiocenoids (including their developmental stages) occurring on the sites of a particular natural geobiocenosis (Schwarz 2009, Zlatník 1976).

Management units of forest site types (FSTMU, Schwarz 2009): they group forest site types with similar natural conditions and similar wood production capability (Križová 1995). FSTMUs, which were analyzed here, are:

211 – Oak - beech forests
302 – Calcareous beech - oak forests
305 – Acid beech - oak forests
310 – Fertile beech - oak forests (drier type)
311 – Fertile beech - oak forests
313 – Moist beech - oak forests
316 – Beech - oak forests with lime on rocky soils
402 – Calcareous beech forests
410 – Fertile beech forests (drier type)
411 – Fertile beech forests
502 – Calcareous beech - fir forests
511 – Fertile beech - fir forests
516 – Beech - fir forests on rocky soils

Altitudinal vegetation zones (AVZ): reflect a sequence of differences in natural vegetation depending on differences in climate of elevation and exposition (Buček, Lacina 1999). They are defined on the basis of ediphicators combination (combination of dominant climax tree species, Zlatník 1976). In this analysis we selected those zones where we had enough plots for
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Analysis: 2 - beech-oak; 3 - oak-beech; 4 - beech; 5 - beech-fir; 6 - fir-beech-spruce

Edaphic-trophic orders (EO): EO are defined with respect to soil properties, considering fertility, soil acidity, humification type, soil depth, soil skeleton, moisture-holding capacity, and others (Križová 1995). Units selected for our analyses are:

A/B-hemioligotrophic; B-mesotrophic; B/C-heminitrophilous; D-calciphile

Material and method

Sampling techniques and field methods

The data collected during the National Forest Inventory in 2005 and 2006 (Šmelko et al. 2006) were used for this analysis (Fig.1). For our analysis 737 inventory plots (IP) from the total 1419 plots were selected applying the following criteria: (i) the number of measured trees on the plot was 3 and higher; (ii) tree species was to be beech and that species, which have the same growth properties like a beech (Halaj et al. 1980a, 1980b). Counts of selected IP within the each site units are presented in Tab. 1. The plots were established in regular grid of 4x4km over the entire forests of Slovakia. The area of IP is 500 m². If the different growth stages, different age, different site conditions or different tree species next to each other were recognized the IP was divided into two or more parts to be more homogeneous. Site units (forest site types, which are described in the introduction) on each IP were recognized by specialists on forest typology). Code of forest site type consists of 4 numbers where the first one means a forest vegetation zone, the second one is edaphic-trophic order and the last two numbers indicated an order of forest site types within the group. It is possible to derive superstructure units from this code, which are on higher hierarchical level of the classification system. Thus, the forest site type is the basic unit, which can be grouped into higher hierarchical level (group of forest site types, edaphic-trophic order, forest vegetation zones, and its combinations).

Statistical analysis

Model definition - usually the mean or top height of a species is modelled over the stand age, because the growth is time-dependent. However, a problem can arise if the stand age is only estimated by some approximation methods.

Fig. 1: Spatial distribution of the inventory plots used for the study.
(e.g. the number of whorls in coniferous). Thus, the biased estimation of the stand age increases the variance of the relationship between stand age and stand height. Moreover, when small number of trees occurs on a plot, the calculation of the top height could have biased the estimation due to the extreme values. Instead, I built regression models of mean diameter (Dg) and mean height (Hg) using the Michajl regression model (Šmelko et al. 1992). Since the DBH is measured at 1.3 m height the regression starts at this value:

\[
H_g = 1.3 + a e^{-b/Dg}
\]

Where:
- \(H_g\) – mean stand height
- \(D_g\) – mean stand diameter
- \(a, b\) – regression coefficients

This regression model provided the best fitting by the method of least squares. Applying this equation, models for each selected site unit were derived. The STATISTICA and R software were used to build the models (StatSoft, Inc. 2011, R Development Core Team 2012). Subsequently, regression curves (growth development curves) were constructed to show the differences between site units.

The mean height was derived as weighted average. The weight was a basal area at breast height. The mean diameter was derived as the quadratic mean.

Test of hypothesis on equality of regression parameters between two models - Student’s t-test was employed to test the null hypothesis that the difference in intercepts between two site units is random at \(\alpha=0.05\) level of significance:

\[
t_{(df)} = \frac{b_{(1)} - b_{(2)}}{S_{(b_{(1)} - b_{(2)})}}
\]

Where \(b_{(1)}\) and \(b_{(2)}\) refers to regression coefficients, and \(S_{(b_{(1)} - b_{(2)})}\) is the standard error of the difference between the two means and is calculated as follow:

\[
S_{(b_{(1)} - b_{(2)})} = \sqrt{\frac{(n_1 - 1)S_1^2 + (n_2 - 1)S_2^2}{n_1 + n_2 - 2} \left(\frac{1}{n_1} + \frac{1}{n_2}\right)}
\]

Results

Regression analysis for selected site units was performed and regression models are presented in Tab.1. Results for vegetation zones, edaphic-trophic orders and management units of forest site types are presented respectively. Regression coefficients for all site units’ height models were significant and regression model used for this purpose gave the best fit. Percentage error of regression coefficient \(a\) ranges from 3% to 13% and it depends upon the sample size and mainly upon height variability. Percentage error of regression coefficient \(b\) ranges from 4% to 23%. The intercept is set to 1.3 because of diameter measuring in high of 1.3m (breastheight). Correlation coefficient ranges from 0.69 to 0.92. Correlation and height variability shows the homogeneity rate of site condition with respect to beech production. When considering management units of forest site types the best correlation as well as lowest height variability is achieved within the unit number 516 (Stony fir-beech forests), 410, 310 (fresh beech forests). As for the edaphic-trophic order the best correlation is in A/B (hemioigotrophic) and B/C (heminitrophilous), and in fourth altitudinal vegetation zone. Beech in these site units reaches a highest production and high competitive capability. These facts cause the lower mean height variability. The lowest correlation and higher mean height variability is in extreme site units (6th forest vegetation zone, D edaphic-trophic order, 302, 305 and 316 management group of forest site types). In these site units the beech has a low competitive capability and its production is lowest and depends on other factors (tree species composition, climatic factors, topographic, soil properties, and others).

Subsequently the curves for all selected site units were constructed. In Fig. 2 the curves for altitudinal vegetation zones are presented. As the ecological conditions within the zones are various the IP where the mezotrophic order “B” was identified were selected for the analysis. We can see that the three groups are clustered with significant difference between one another (Fig. 2). The first consists of third, fourth and fifth altitudinal vegetation zones. Productivity of beech in this group is higher than in another one. Beech in these vegetation zones has a growth optimum as well as a highest competitive capability (Pagan 1999).
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Tab. 1: Parameters of regression model for particular site units and its precision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site unit</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AVZ 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>30.63</td>
<td>2.011414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>41.64</td>
<td>1.326089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>41.71</td>
<td>1.405984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>42.22</td>
<td>2.897367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>34.23</td>
<td>3.756960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/B</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>45.07</td>
<td>4.450845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>42.22</td>
<td>2.897367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/C</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>46.12</td>
<td>3.065660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36.50</td>
<td>5.068315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSTMU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32.83</td>
<td>3.114080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>32.92</td>
<td>4.293451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>29.15</td>
<td>3.782047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>43.50</td>
<td>2.242407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>311</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>41.80</td>
<td>1.933276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>313</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>44.30</td>
<td>4.275543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>316</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>48.52</td>
<td>4.855225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>402</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>35.64</td>
<td>3.922063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>47.12</td>
<td>2.920833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>411</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>40.83</td>
<td>2.219807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>40.98</td>
<td>4.011083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>511</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>41.41</td>
<td>2.639069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>516</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>48.96</td>
<td>3.276324</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 1 – Vegetation zone stratified by edaphic-trophic order B
2 – Edaphic-trophic order stratified by vegetation zone 5th

Fig. 2: Mean height-to-mean diameter curves for altitudinal vegetation zones.
The second group consists of 2nd AVZ and the third one of 6th AVZ (despite the significant difference – see Tab. 2). Limiting conditions for beech productivity (in terms of beech ecological amplitude) occur in these zones (while in the 2nd AVZ it is precipitation, in the 6th AVZ it is temperature). We can state that it would be possible in terms of beech productivity to group the altitudinal vegetation zones into three groups (3rd, 4th and 5th into the first, then 2nd and 6th AVZ would be the next two units). In the first group, the mean height at the diameter of 56 cm is approximately of 31 m, in the second 26 m and in the third one 24 m. The difference between them becomes a visible and significant at the diameter of 25 cm (between 20 and 30 cm).

As the altitudinal vegetation zones reflect mainly climatic conditions and natural tree species distribution, and do not reflect a soil conditions, the edaphic-trophic orders, which reflect a soil conditions were selected for the analysis. In the figure 3 we can see that the EO “B/C” showed a highest and EO “D” lowest beech productivity. Sites within the EO “D” have extreme conditions (calcareous sites on rockiness steep slopes, shallow soils), and forests on these sites have a low density (Križová, Nič 1991). Sites within the “B/C”, “B” and “A/B” EO are of fertile ones.

When compared each other, the differences between “D” and other EO were found as a statistically significant. If we want to group some of these site units with respect to beech productivity, we could create two or three groups. First one would consists of “B/C” and “A/B”, second one of “B” (this unit could be grouped into the first), and last one of “D”. EO “B” and “D” have lower correlation and higher mean-height variability. This fact points to wider range of ecological conditions in these site units. EO “A/B” and “B/C” showed the correlation coefficient of 0.87 and 0.91. The high beech growth capability in EO “A/B” is interesting, because the soils in this EO are less fertile (hemioligotrophic) compared to B or B/C. The difference between EO “B/C” and “D” becomes visible and significant at the diameter of 25 cm. These results correspond with unit’s description (Zlatník 1976, Hančinský 1972).

Tab. 2: p-values from t-test of differences in intercepts between altitudinal vegetation zones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.9534</td>
<td>0.6036</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6728</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3: Mean height-to-mean diameter curves for edaphic-trophic orders.
Last site units, for which the regression models were created, are management units of forest site types (Fig. 6). As in the case of AVZ, also in this case, the two tangible different groups can be recognized. Units such as 310, 311, 313, 410, 411, (502), 511, and 516 could be grouped into first one and other units (211, 302, 305, and 402) into second one. Sites of the first group are fertile ones and make favourable conditions beech growth. Site of second group has poor soils limiting the beech growth (in 302, 305 and 402 it is poor soil, while in 211 it is the lack of precipitation). In the first group, the mean height at mean diameter reaches approximately 32m and in the second group it is about 25m. The similar result was revealed for AVZ. Despite the unit 502 (calcareous soils) is characterized by its poor soils, the beech growth seems better than in other units on poor soils. This can be explained by the amount of precipitation, which makes the site more favourable to beech trees.

When compared two groups within all site units (AVZ, EO, FSTMU), fertile one and poor one, the regression curves are crossed at the diameter of 15 cm up to 25 cm. It means that the beech on fertile sites reaches a lower height than the beech on poorer sites (at the same diameter) as long as the diameter is approximately 15 cm up to 25 cm. However, the number of plots for young stands is small leading to the large standard error, so it cannot be considered as the statistical difference. When the diameter is over 15–25 cm, beech on the fertile sites reaches a higher mean height and thus a higher productivity.

Generally, considering the elevation and soil properties, four groups could be clearly distinguished: (1) fertile sites at the low-elevation (or altitudinal vegetation zones inferior); (2) poor sites at low-elevation; (3) fertile sites at high-elevation (or altitudinal vegetation zones superior); (4) poor sites at high-elevation.

**Discussion**

Determination and characterization of forest site type is influenced by many factors. Basis for determination within Zlatnik approach are type of phytocoenosis (on the basis of phytocoenological material from permanent research plots – PRP). The forest site types are subsequently confronted with soil and other environment description. The PRPs in management forests are than confronted with parallel PRPs in natural or virgin (primeval) forests to be reconstructed.

**Tab. 3: p-values from t-test of differences in intercepts between edaphic-trophic orders.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2321</td>
<td>0.6118</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0079</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 4: Mean height-to-mean diameter curves for management units of forest site types.**
However, the determination (analysis) of production capability within forest site types has not been conducted, yet. Determination of production capability and growth development of tree species, which are typical for particular forest site types, are the basis assumption for utilization of the forest typology and classification in a management planning (Vyskot et al. 1971).

Many our and foreign specialists have dealt with study of wood production within forest site types. Halaj et al. (1990) in their study of rotation age (maturity or exploitability) of tree species revealed a high variability of production within a particular management units of forest site types, when the variability of site index within units was higher than variability between them. Mráz (1955 in Vyskot 1971) dealt with a production capability of site types, which are defined by phytocoenology. Volume production determination is based on site indexes. Mezera (1959 in Vyskot 1971) compared particular site types of tree species according to growth development curves. Ettera (1949, 1952 in Vyskot 1971) used a top height as an indicator of total volume production in groups of forest site types of Fagetum typicum and in Abieto-Fagetum. Koch (1955 in Vyskot 1971) derived a frequency distribution of tree diameter within the site units for spruce stands in northern part of Oberschwaben.

Merganič et al. (2003) investigated an effect of elevation on spruce growth development in Babia Hora and revealed the high relationship between top stand height ($h_{top}$) and elevation for virgin forests in Babia Hora (Norway spruce), when the coefficient of determination was $r^2=0.819$. Beech productivity depending especially on elevation was also revealed in our study.

Development of trees number depends on tree species as well as on site quality. The tree number at younger stands is higher on poorer sites than on fertile ones at the same age (Vyskot et al. 1971). Crop density of top stand layer is lower on poorer sites and it results to faster height growth than on fertile sites. But, when the stand on poorer site reaches a particular mean stand diameter (as for the beech stands it is 15–25 cm) the height growth will slow down and stands on fertile sites will reach a higher mean height at the same diameter. Growth curve, which represents a relationship between tree diameter and height, has a steep form in young forest stands and on fertile sites, and the curve in older stands and on poorer sites is flatter (Šebík, Polák 1990). Mean height or top height of forest stand can be used for site quality determination. However, the definition of top height is not uniform in the forestry praxis. It can be expressed as an arithmetic average of over-storey trees or as a mean height of 10% (or 20%) trees with top DBH. In addition, when the top height was used instead, the high variability was revealed and data was redundant. This can be explained by small number of trees on many inventory plots to calculate the top height. Thus, the mean height was applied for the study.

The total volume production per hectare is the most reliable indicator of site quality. It represents a total growing stock, which the stand is able to produce until particular age and on particular site (Šebík, Polák 1990). It does not depend on thinning type almost at all. But the
problem is to assess a sum of thinning and measures that have been done so far. In our case it was not possible.

Tree species composition also influences a wood productivity. For example, the total wood production in unmixed beech stand is lower than that one in beech stands mixed with spruce (Wiedemann 1955 in Vyskot et al. 1971). Klíma (2007) revealed a relationship between percentage of beech and European larch and total stand production. With increasing a percentage of larch, the total production increases. Height and diameter growth of tree species in mixed stand (mean height, mean diameter) is not dependent on tree species composition level, but is only dependent on minimum abundance of species with less percentage. However, volume production of mixed stand depends on tree species composition level, but volume production of particular tree species converted on their percentage is not dependent on composition level (Vyskot et al. 1971).

We can state, that the elevation (to be considered in AVZ) and soil condition (nutrient status, moisture, base saturation – this is basis for EO distinguishing) are the main factors influencing a beech productivity. Piovesan et al. (2005) examined a beech growth with respect to elevation. Hierarchical clustering and principal component analysis of tree-ring chronologies generated distinct beech forest types. For each of those types, correlation between principal component scores and climate data revealed the most important climatic signals and their spatial extension. Distinctive radial growth-climate relationships uncovered in the tree-ring network are organized along altitudinal and latitudinal gradients. With regard to latitude, central and southern forests were clearly separated from northern ones. Three major beech bioclimatic zones (low-elevation, mountainous, high-elevation) were distinguished. Other authors (Biondi 1993, Biondi, Visani 1996, Piovesan and Schirone 2000, Dittmar et al. 2003, Piovesan et al. 2003) revealed that the summer drought is the key climatic factor that affects beech growth. Lendzion and Leuschner (2008) concluded that vapour pressure deficit is a widely ignored factor which influences the growth and vitality, and possibly also the distribution of European beech. Hamilton (1995) revealed that topsoil depth, soil texture, subsoil consistence class, limiting layers, and fertility are of those factors with major impact on forest soil productivity and site index. Fekedulegn, Hicks, Colbert (2002) examined relationships between radial growth, topographic aspect, and precipitation for four hardwood species growing on contrasting aspects in north-central West Virginia. The study found that all species except northern red oak showed significant differences in growth between the northeast and southwest aspects (P<0.05).

Conclusion

The forest typology (forest site classification) is of high importance in Slovakia and in foreign countries as well. In the present, the requirements for sustainable forest management (sustaining or increasing of the forest cover in the country, getting better of a management quality, protection of the forest ecosystems and individual biotopes, and others) and differentiated approaches in the silvicultural and harvesting techniques have being increased. Differentiated approach means the application of tailor-made management measures reflecting particular site types (i.e. potential productivity), current tree species composition of managed stands (whether natural or altered) and ecological conditions on regional or local level. Outputs of site mapping, as well as site-based knowledge and related regulations, can (or should) be crucial in this effort.

Current forest classification in Slovakia is based on the assessment of the potential vegetation, which, as believed, should reflect natural conditions of forest sites (soil conditions, climate, physiographic properties, and others) and should allow monitoring their changes. However, despite the wording of forest site type definition, Slovak classification is based mainly on a description of potential natural vegetation. But particular site type definitions usually do not contain clear rules how field worker should cope with current state of each particular site and forest stand on it, with man-induced changes to soil properties or tree species composition and productivity.

The aim of this paper was to analyze a beech productivity of Slovak ecology-based as well as management-based site units. As for the altitudinal vegetation zones, we identified three groups of these units, in which the beech productivity was quite homogenous. In the 3rd, 4th and 5th altitudinal zones, which are grouped together, the fertile sites with higher beech productivity occur. The second group (2nd AVZ) includes poorer sites at lower altitudes with lower beech productivity. Here, limiting factors affecting the beech productivity are mainly climatic ones (especially amount of precipitation). The third group includes the sites at higher altitudes...
(6th AVZ), where the temperature limits the growth of beech. In terms of soil properties, two or three groups of “ecological orders” can be recognized. The first one includes EO “A/B”, “B/C” and “B”, and second one EO “D”. Considering the FSTMU, the situation is similar to previous ones (two groups, fertile one and poor one, can be recognized, generally).

In the forest stands with mean diameter up to 15–25 cm on poorer sites the higher growth (productivity) capability of beech was revealed. In the stands with mean diameter over 15–25 cm the higher productivity on fertile sites was found out.

In general, we can state that site units, analyzed in this study, reflect a site production capability explained by beech height growth. However, there is a possibility to group some of them in order to decrease a number of units. In general, we suggest using of only four groups of beech growth type: (1) fertile sites at the low-elevation (or altitudinal vegetation zones inferior); (2) poor sites at low-elevation; (3) fertile sites at high-elevation; (4) poor sites at high-elevation.

Site classification (based on ecology and productivity) is only a tool for management planning and decision-making. Forest environmental and vegetation complexes vary continuously and effort to put a boundary is based on subjectivity (Abella et al. 2003). Resource managers need to know six attributes of a site to manage it effectively (Allen 1987): 1) Productive potential and expected response to management treatments; 2) Existing vegetation; 3) Land situation, such as geomorphic classification, slope gradient, slope aspect; 4) Juxtaposition to other land types and ownerships; 5) Current use; 6) Soil situation (taxonomy).
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